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1 Introduction

A request to include Soyombo in the Universal Character Set (ISO/IEC 10646) was made by the Mongolia
and Japan national bodies in September 1998 in the document WG2 N1855 L2/98-358. An update on the
request was provided in January 2000 by Takayuki K. Sato (Japan), who stated that the project for encod-
ing Soyombo had stalled due to funding issues (WG2 N2163 L2/00-055). The script was allocated to the
Roadmap to the Supplementary Multilingual Plane (SMP) in WG2Meeting 38 in March 2000 (WG2 N2203
L2/00-234). There was no further action. The present effort aims to fulfill the original request. This proposal
supersedes the following documents:

• N3949 L2/10-399: Preliminary Proposal to Encode the Soyombo Script in ISO/IEC 10646
• N3986 L2/11-054: Determining the Encoding Model for Soyombo Vowels
• N4026 L2/11-125: Revised Preliminary Proposal to Encode Soyombo in the UCS
• N4142 L2/11-412: Proposal to Encode the Soyombo Script in ISO/IEC 10646

The major changes from N4142 L2/11-412 include the renaming of some characters, reordering of the char-
acters, and a significant revision of the text of the proposal.

The Soyombo font used here is based upon the font developed by Oliver Corff in August 1996 for his
“Soyombo for LATEX” package. The proposal author has made modifications to Corff’s original font, which
consist of the addition of new characters and glyphs.

2 Background

Soyombo (Mongolian: Соёмбо бичиг ᠰᠣᠶᠣᠮᠪᠣ ᠪᠢᠴᠢᠭ᠌ soyombo bicig) is a script used for writing Mongo-
lian, Sanskrit, and Tibetan. It was used mainly for producing ornamental Buddhist texts. The script was
designed in 1686 by Zanabazar (1635–1723), the first spiritual leader of Tibetan Buddhism in Mongolia,
who also developed the Horizonal Square (Xewtee Dörböljin) script. The name soyombo (𑠝𑠘𑠬𑠃) is derived
from Sanskrit वयंभु svayaṃbhu ‘self-existing’. There are several records in Soyombo, which consist of
manuscripts and inscriptions, such as that shown in figure 23. It is also te subject of academic studies, such
as Boldsaikhan, et al. (2005) and Shagdarsürüng (2001). The script is currently in use, as is attested by a
poem that was recently typeset using a digitized font (see figure 25).

3 Proposal Details

There are 117 characters proposed for encoding in the Soyombo block. A code chart and names list are
attached. Names for characters are based upon Latin transliterations given in sources, such as Shagdarsürüng
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(2001), with descriptors added for distinguishing characters with names that are transliterated identically. An
attempt has been made to align Soyombo characters names with those for Indic and Tibetan characters in the
UCS, and in parallel to those proposed for the Mongolian Square script (see N4413 L2/13-068).

4 Script Details

4.1 Structure of the Script

Soyombo is an alphasyllabic script that is written from left to right. In some cases, it is written vertically,
from top to bottom (see section 4.14). Independent vowels are written using a vowel-carrier letter to which
vowel signs are attached. Vowel length is indicated by a length mark that is attached to a base letter or to
a sequence consisting of a base letter and a dependent vowel sign. Consonant letters possess the inherent
vowel a, but in some language-specific contexts are purely alphabetic. The phonetic value of a consonant
letter is changed by attaching a vowel sign to it. Consonant clusters are rendered as stacks, which are written
using prefixed and subjoined letters. Syllable-final Mongolian consonants are written as dependent signs.

4.2 Structure of Characters

Each Soyombo letter consists of a frame and a nucleus that represents a distinctive phoneme, eg. . In
the proposed encoding this combination of a frame and nucleus is considered an atomic letter, eg. 𑠌 ga.
Vowels, final consonants, and other phonetic features are written as signs that attach to various positions on

a letter: above the frame: 𑠅; below the nucleus: 𑠄 and; inside the frame: ; to the right of the frame:
𑠇 and; to the terminal of the frame: 𑠋. Multiple signs may occur in a single location: 𑠅 ,𑠶,𑠇.
Nuclei of other letters attach beneath the nucleus of the base letter for representing consonant clusters, eg.
,. These signs and their behaviors are described throughout the proposal.
Although a frame-nucleus combination is considered an atomic letter in this proposal, there is an alternate
model for representing letters in which the frame and nucleus may be considered separate atomic elements.
This approachmimics the visual method of writing Soyombo, where a letter is produced by drawing the frame
and then writing the nucleus. However, this model has some drawbacks. First, it requires two characters for
representing a single Soyombo letter, eg.  frame + ga-nucleus instead of 𑠌 ga. Secondly, the visual
model complicates the identification and conceptualization of letters: the Soyombo ga inherently refers to
𑠌, not to its constituent elements + .

4.3 Vowel Letter

The𑠀   represents both the vowel a and a zero vowel. It functions as a vowel carrier for writing
independent and initial vowels, and in such contexts it assumes the phonetic value of the combining vowel
sign.

4.4 Vowel Length Mark

The◌ 𑠋   indicates vowel length. When attached to   or a consonant, it represents
the lengthening of the inherent vowel a to ā, eg𑠀𑠋 ā and𑠍𑠋 kā. When it is written in combination with a

vowel sign, the mark always occurs after the latter, eg. 𑠀𑠁𑠋 ī is encoded as <𑠀  , ◌ 𑠁   ,
◌ 𑠋   >. It attaches to the terminal of letter frame.
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4.5 Vowel Signs

There are 10 dependent vowel signs:

◌ 𑠁   

◌ 𑠂   

◌ 𑠃   

◌ 𑠄   

◌ 𑠅   

◌ 𑠆   

◌ 𑠈   

◌ 𑠇   

◌ 𑠉    

◌ 𑠊    

Initial and independent forms of vowels are represented by attaching vowel signs to 𑠀  . Long
vowels are represented by placing the ◌ 𑠋    after a vowel sign. The 10 vowel signs and
the    can be used for writing the 20 vowel sounds provided for by the script:

𑠀 𑠀𑠋 𑠀𑠁 𑠀𑠁𑠋 𑠀𑠃 𑠀𑠃𑠋 𑠀𑠄 𑠀𑠄𑠋 𑠀𑠂 𑠀𑠂𑠋 𑠀𑠅 𑠀𑠅𑠋 𑠀𑠆 𑠀𑠆𑠋 𑠀𑠈 𑠀𑠇
a ā i ī ü ǖ ū ǖ e ē o ō ö ȫ ai au

𑠀𑠉 𑠀𑠉𑠋 𑠀𑠊 𑠀𑠊𑠋
r̥ r̥̄ l̥ l̥̄

The signs ◌ 𑠈    and ◌ 𑠇    represent the diphthongs ai and au, but when used for
writing Mongolian they may also be used as secondary vowel signs for writing i and u in vowel sequences:

𑠙𑠁𑠇 riul <𑠙 , ◌ 𑠁   , ◌ 𑠇   , ◌    >

𑠌𑠂𑠈 gei <𑠌 , ◌ 𑠂   , ◌ 𑠈   >

𑠒𑠸𑠁𑠋𑠈 dīin <𑠒 , ◌ 𑠁   , ◌ 𑠋   , ◌ 𑠈   , ◌ 𑠸 
 >

As indicated in the above encoded representations, the sign for the secondary vowel is always placed after
the first vowel sign and any accompanying length mark and before any final-consonant sign.

4.6 Consonant Letters

There are 40 consonant letters:
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𑠌 

𑠍 

𑠎 

𑠏 

𑠐 

𑠑 

𑠒 

𑠓 

𑠔 

𑠕 

𑠖 

𑠗 

𑠘 

𑠙 

𑠚 

𑠛 

𑠜 

𑠝 

𑠞 

𑠟  

𑠠  

𑠡  

𑠢  

𑠣  

𑠤  

𑠥  

𑠦  

𑠧  

𑠨  

𑠩  

𑠪  

𑠫  

𑠬  

𑠭  

𑠮  

𑠯  

𑠰  

𑠱  

𑠲  

𑠳   

The order of the consonant letters adheres to that given in traditional charts. The letters 𑠌  .. 𑠞 
are used in common for writing Mongolian, Sanskrit, and Tibetan. The letters with names containing the
descriptor ‘’ (from гали galig, a Mongolian term for the transcription of non-Mongolian sounds) are
used for writing Sanskrit and Tibetan. The term distinguishes letters used for writing the same sound, but in
different languages, eg. 𑠌 and𑠠 both represent /g/, but the latter is reserved for Sanskrit and Tibetan.

4.6.1 Notes on consonants

𑠟   The letter𑠟   represents the Sanskrit cluster ksạ (/kʂa/). In Soyombo, this letter
represents a phoneme that is phonetically a consonant cluster, but, it has the structure of an atomic letter. It is
encoded as a consonant letter because in all cases consonant conjunct forms are written as stacks in Soyombo,
not as ligatures. While in some scripts the written form for Sanskrit /kʂa/ has an encoded representation as
a character sequence, such an approach would not be consistent with this script.

𑠳    The letter𑠳    corresponds to འ +0F60   -.

4.6.2 Representation of Sanskrit and Tibetan

Mongolian is written using the common letters:

ga 𑠌 

ka 𑠍 

ṅa 𑠎 

ǰa 𑠏 

ča 𑠐 

ña 𑠑 

da 𑠒 

ta 𑠓 

na 𑠔 

ba 𑠕 

pa 𑠖 

ma 𑠗 

ya 𑠘 

ra 𑠙 

la 𑠛 

va 𑠚 

ša 𑠜 

sa 𑠝 

ha 𑠞 
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Sanskrit and Tibetan are represented using amix of common and galig letters. The common letters for voiced
sounds (eg. 𑠌 ,𑠏 ,𑠒 ,𑠕 ) are used for Sanskrit voiceless unaspirated stops, while the letters
for voiceless sounds (eg. 𑠍 ,𑠐 ,𑠓 ,𑠖 ) are used for the voiceless aspirated counterparts. The
galig letters are used for the voiced unaspirated and aspirated pairs. The Sanskrit repertoire is as follows:

ka 𑠌 

kha 𑠍 

ga 𑠠  

gha 𑠡  

ṅa 𑠎 

ca 𑠏 

cha 𑠐 

ja 𑠢  

jha 𑠣  

ña 𑠑 

ṭa 𑠤  

ṭha 𑠥  

ḍa 𑠦  

ḍha 𑠧  

ṇa 𑠨  

ta 𑠒 

tha 𑠓 

da 𑠩  

dha 𑠪  

na 𑠔 

pa 𑠕 

pha 𑠖 

ba 𑠫  

bha 𑠬  

ma 𑠗 

ya 𑠘 

ra 𑠙 

la 𑠛 

va 𑠚 

śa 𑠜 

ṣa 𑠭  

sa 𑠝 

ha 𑠞 

kṣa 𑠟  

Tibetan is represented by adding the following to the Sanskrit repertoire:

tsa 𑠮  

tsha 𑠯  

dza 𑠰  

zha 𑠱  

za 𑠲  

’a 𑠳   

4.7 Final Consonant Signs

Syllable-final consonants in Mongolian are written using the following 12 combining signs:

◌ 𑠴   

◌ 𑠵   

◌ 𑠶   

◌ 𑠷   

◌ 𑠸   

◌ 𑠹   

◌ 𑠺   

◌ 𑠻   

◌    

◌    

◌    

◌     

The majority of signs attach to the frame below the nucleus of a letter. The exception is  

 , which attaches to the right of the frame. These signs are shown below combined with𑠀 :

𑠀𑠴 𑠀𑠵 𑠀𑠶 𑠀𑠷 𑠀𑠸 𑠀𑠹 𑠀𑠺 𑠀𑠻 𑠀 𑠀 𑠀 𑠀
ag ak aṅ ad an ab am ar al aś as āṅ
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The final-consonant sign always occurs after a vowel sign or the    in encoded text, eg.

𑠍𑠁𑠋𑠶 kīng is represented as <𑠍 , ◌ 𑠁   , ◌ 𑠋   , ◌ 𑠶   >.

4.8 Gemination Mark

Geminated consonants are written using the ◌   , which is stacked above the triangle of the
letter frame: <𑠌  + ◌   > → kka. In encoded text, the sign occurs immediately after
the base letter before any combining sign.

4.9 Consonant Conjuncts

Consonant clusters are written as conjuncts, which are rendered as vertical stacks. When some consonants
are cluster-initial, they are written as prefixed forms that are joined to the regular form of the following letter.
A non-initial consonant is written using a subjoined form, which is the distinctive body of a letter without
the frame, hereafter the ‘nucleus’. This nucleus is written beneath the nucelus of the initial letter, eg. 𑠌
 +𑠙  is written as gra. Clusters consisting of multiple consonants are represented by writing the
nucleus of each non-initial consonant beneath the subjoined form of the previous consonant, eg. 𑠌  +𑠙
 +𑠚  is written as grva.
The consonants that are written as prefixed forms in the initial position of a cluster are , , , . In
such cases, C2 functions as the base letter, but C1 is parsed first in the logical order.

• 𑠛  takes the shape when it is C1, eg. 𑠛  +𑠌  is rendered as lka.

• 𑠜  takes the shape when it is C1, eg. 𑠜  +𑠌  is rendered as śka.

• 𑠝  takes the shape when it is C1, eg. 𑠝  +𑠌  is rendered as ska.

• 𑠙 takes the shape when it is C1, eg. 𑠙  +𑠌  is rendered as rka.

4.9.1 Proposed Encoding Model

Given the stacking behavior of consonant letters, the context-specific forms of , , , , and the
underlying structure of Soyombo, the proposed model for encoding conjuncts is based upon the subjoined-
letter model for Tibetan, with some script-specific modifications. The subjoinedmodel requires that a special
form for each consonant letter be encoded separately, as well as for letters that take special forms when they
are cluster initial. This approach allows for the writing of any combination or any number of consonants in
a cluster. Moreover, the subjoined-letter model complements the frame-nucleus structure of the script and
adheres to the method of writing Soyombo by hand.

The proposed model requires the accommodation of prefixed forms of , , , , which are proposed
for encoding as independent characters:
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It also requires the independent encoding of subjoined forms of each consonant letter:

◌    

◌    

◌    

◌    

◌    

◌    

◌    

◌    

◌    

◌    

◌    

◌    

◌    

◌    

◌    

◌    

◌    

◌    

◌    

◌     

◌     

◌     

◌     

◌     

◌     

◌     

◌     

◌     

◌     

◌     

◌     

◌     

◌     

◌     

◌     

◌     

◌     

◌     

◌     

◌      

4.9.2 Consonant conjuncts in script charts

The following conjuncts are shown in traditional charts of Soyombo:
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kya kra kla kva kka ṅka ñca nṭạ nta mpa lka śka ska rka

They are not independent characters, but conjuncts. Moreover, they are not the only conjuncts used in
Soyombo, as others are attested in manuscripts. They are likely shown in order to illustrate the manner of
representing consonant clusters, particularly the prefixed forms of , , , ; the principle of using sub-
joined characters for writing non-initial consonants; and indicating geminate consonants. These conjuncts
are to be represented in encoded text as:

1.  kya = <𑠌 , ◌   >

2.  kra = <𑠌 , ◌   >

3.  kla = <𑠌 , ◌   >

4.  kva = <𑠌 , ◌   >

5.  kka = <𑠌 , ◌   >

6.  ṅka = <𑠎 , ◌   >.

7.  ñca = <𑠑 , ◌   >.

8.  nṭạ = <𑠨  , ◌    >.

9.  nta = <𑠔 , ◌   >.

10.  mpa = <𑠗 , ◌   >.

11.  lka = <  ,𑠌 >.

12.  śka = <  ,𑠌 >.

13.  ska = <  ,𑠌 >.

14.  rka = <  ,𑠌 >.

4.10 Various Signs

• ◌   is used for indicating nasalization in words of Sanskrit origin, eg.  oṃ <𑠀 , ◌ 𑠅
 , ◌  >.

• ◌   is used for indicating post-vocalic aspiration in Sanskrit words.
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4.11 Punctuation

The following characters are used for punctuation:

•   is used for marking the end of a syllable. It corresponds to ་ +0F0B   -
 .

•   indicates the end of a phrase or sentence. It corresponds to ། +0F0D   
and । +0964  .

•    indicates the end of a text section. It corresponds to ༎ +0F0E   
 and ॥ +0965   .

4.12 Head Marks

There are two ‘head marks’:    and  . These characters are used for indi-
cating the beginning and end of section of text.

4.13 Symbol

The  was design by Zanabazar, the creator of the script. It is an officially recognized
symbol in Mongolia and appears on the flag and coat of arms of the country (see figures 30 and 31). The
  appears in textual environments and must be represented in plain text (see figure 29.
The   is similar to the  :

 
  

The chief difference between the   and the   is the top.

4.14 Vertical Text

Soyombo may be written vertically, from top to bottom and left to right. There are two ways of rendering
Soyombo in vertical environments. The first is by writing one syllable beneath the other. The example below
shows the syllables dzür ka written vertical, as in the seal in figure 22.

𑠰𑠻𑠍 𑠰𑠻
𑠍

𑠰   , ◌𑠃   , ◌𑠻 
 ,𑠍 

This sort of layout can be produced using vertical environments.

The second way of rendering Soyombo vertically is by writing multiple syllables using subjoined forms
of consonants. Such stacking behavior departs from the general rule for writing syllables and mimicks
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consonant conjuncts. The example below shows the word temedeg ‘symbol’ written vertically. Its three
syllables have the same vowel, which is represented using a single vowel sign above the base letter; the
consonants of non-initial syllables are written using subjoined letters, while the final consonant is written
using a final-consonant sign:

𑠓𑠂𑠗𑠂𑠒𑠂𑠴 𑠓𑠂𑠴
𑠓 , ◌𑠂   ,𑠗 , ◌𑠂   ,𑠒 , ◌𑠂
  , ◌𑠴    

A similar stacking practice is used for writing syllables that contain different vowels. The example below
shows the word yenu, whose two syllables have different vowels that are written at different locations:

𑠘𑠂𑠔𑠄 𑠘𑠂𑠄 𑠘 , ◌𑠂   ,𑠔 , ◌𑠄   

It is likely that the stacking of syllables occurs only when the syllables have the same vowel or when the
vowels signs are written in different positions. It is unlikely that syllables would be stacked if the vowels
signs were to clash.

The representation of vertical text by joining multiple syllables to form a word is currently not supposed by
the proposed encoding. This sort of vertical representation could be achieved in the future through the use
of a control character, such as a vertical syllable joiner. Although these are not consonant clusters, it may
also be possible to use subjoined forms of letters. Additional research is required regarding this matter.

5 Glyph Interactions

5.1 Vowel Signs

When vowel-signs that appear at the base of the letter frame are written with final-consonants signs, then
the size and position of the vowel signs are modified in order to accommodate the placement of both signs.
This rule affects two vowel signs: ◌ 𑠃    and ◌ 𑠄   .

• Shaping and positioning of   : The regular shape ◌ 𑠃 is compressed horizontally as ◌ 
𑠍 + ◌ 𑠃 + ◌𑠶 → 𑠍𑠃𑠶 → 𑠍𑠶
 +    +     → küng

• Shaping and positioning of   : The regular shape ◌ 𑠄 is compressed horizonally as ◌ 
𑠍 + ◌ 𑠄 + ◌ 𑠶 → 𑠍𑠄𑠶 → 𑠍𑠶
 +    +     → kung

5.2 Gemination Sign

The triangle of the base letter may be lowered to accommodate the   within the normal
letter height: compare with.
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5.3 Glyph Shaping of Base Letters

The glyphs of base letters in a conjunct may be modified in order to accommodate the placement of subjoined
letters within the letter frame.

1. When 𑠌 , 𑠍 , 𑠎 , 𑠠  , 𑠡   are base letters, the nucleus is slightly
truncated and vertically compressed, eg. the regular shape𑠌 of  is altered to, as in writing
kya <𑠌 , ◌    >.

2. When𑠌 ,𑠍 ,𑠎 ,𑠠  ,𑠡   occur as a base and subjoined letter pair, the
nucleus of the base letter is compressed, the descender of its frame is broken, and the subjoined letter
attaches to the bottom poriton of the descender, eg.  ṅka <𑠎  ◌   >; ṅga <𑠎
 ◌    >.

5.4 Glyph Shaping of Subjoined Letters

The glyphs for subjoined letters represent the base element of the regular letter. In some cases, it may
be necessary to include part of the frame stem in the glyphs for subjoined letters in order to maintain the
Soyombo graphical structure. For example, the syllable grva consists of a base letter and two subjoined
letters. The position of the second subjoined letter would straddle the baseline or fall below it. In such cases,
the stem of the base-letter frame would be extended.

 →  𑠌 , ◌   , ◌   

This could be handled by creating glyphs for subjoined letters that contain a segment of the frame stem, eg.
◌  for ◌    .

6 Character Data

6.1 Character Properties

11800;SOYOMBO LETTER A;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11801;SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN I;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11802;SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN E;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11803;SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN UE;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11804;SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN U;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11805;SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN O;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11806;SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN OE;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11807;SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN AU;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11808;SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN AI;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11809;SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC R;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1180A;SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC L;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1180B;SOYOMBO VOWEL LENGTH MARK;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1180C;SOYOMBO LETTER GA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1180D;SOYOMBO LETTER KA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1180E;SOYOMBO LETTER NGA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1180F;SOYOMBO LETTER JA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11810;SOYOMBO LETTER CA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11811;SOYOMBO LETTER NYA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11812;SOYOMBO LETTER DA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
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11813;SOYOMBO LETTER TA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11814;SOYOMBO LETTER NA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11815;SOYOMBO LETTER BA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11816;SOYOMBO LETTER PA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11817;SOYOMBO LETTER MA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11818;SOYOMBO LETTER YA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11819;SOYOMBO LETTER RA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1181A;SOYOMBO LETTER VA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1181B;SOYOMBO LETTER LA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1181C;SOYOMBO LETTER SHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1181D;SOYOMBO LETTER SA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1181E;SOYOMBO LETTER HA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1181F;SOYOMBO LETTER KSSA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11820;SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG GA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11821;SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG GHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11822;SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG JA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11823;SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG JHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11824;SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG TTA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11825;SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG TTHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11826;SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG DDA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11827;SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG DDHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11828;SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG NNA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11829;SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG DA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1182A;SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG DHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1182B;SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG BA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1182C;SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG BHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1182D;SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG SSA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1182E;SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG TSA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1182F;SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG TSHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11830;SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG DZA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11831;SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG ZHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11832;SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG ZA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11833;SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG SMALL A;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11834;SOYOMBO CONSONANT SIGN G;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11835;SOYOMBO CONSONANT SIGN K;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11836;SOYOMBO CONSONANT SIGN NG;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11837;SOYOMBO CONSONANT SIGN D;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11838;SOYOMBO CONSONANT SIGN N;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11839;SOYOMBO CONSONANT SIGN B;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1183A;SOYOMBO CONSONANT SIGN M;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1183B;SOYOMBO CONSONANT SIGN R;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1183C;SOYOMBO CONSONANT SIGN L;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1183D;SOYOMBO CONSONANT SIGN SH;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1183E;SOYOMBO CONSONANT SIGN S;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1183F;SOYOMBO CONSONANT SIGN SMALL A;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11840;SOYOMBO SIGN ANUSVARA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11841;SOYOMBO SIGN VISARGA;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11842;SOYOMBO GEMINATION SIGN;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11843;SOYOMBO PREFIXED LETTER LA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11844;SOYOMBO PREFIXED LETTER SHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11845;SOYOMBO PREFIXED LETTER SA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11846;SOYOMBO PREFIXED LETTER RA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11847;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11848;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER KA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11849;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER NGA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1184A;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER JA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1184B;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER CA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1184C;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER NYA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1184D;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER DA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1184E;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER TA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1184F;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER NA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
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11850;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER BA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11851;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER PA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11852;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER MA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11853;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER YA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11854;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER RA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11855;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER VA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11856;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER LA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11857;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER SHA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11858;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER SA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11859;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER HA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1185A;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG KSSA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1185A;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG GA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1185B;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG GHA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1185C;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG JA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1185D;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG JHA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1185E;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG TTA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1185F;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG TTHA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11860;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG DDA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11861;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG DDHA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11862;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG NNA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11863;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG DA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11864;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG DHA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11865;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG BA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11866;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG BHA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11867;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG SSA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11868;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG TSA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11869;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG TSHA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1186A;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG DZA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1186B;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG ZHA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1186C;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG ZA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1186D;SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG SMALL A;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1186F;SOYOMBO TSHEG;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11870;SOYOMBO SHAD;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11871;SOYOMBO DOUBLE SHAD;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11872;SOYOMBO HEAD MARK;Po;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
11873;SOYOMBO TERMINAL MARK;Po;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
11874;SOYOMBO SYMBOL SVAYAMBHU;So;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;

6.2 Linebreaking Properties

Linebreaking properties given in the data format of LineBreak.txt:

11800; AL # LETTER A
11801..11809; CM # VOWEL SIGN I .. VOWEL LENGTH MARK
1180A..1181C; AL # GA .. HA
1181D..11828; CM # CONSONANT SIGN G .. CONSONANT SIGN SMALL A
11829..1183D; AL # GALIG GA .. KSSA
11842; CM # GEMINATION SIGN
11843..1186E; CM # PREFIXED LETTER LA .. SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG SMALL A
1186F; BA # TSHEG
11870..11871; BA # SHAD .. DOUBLE SHAD
11872; BB # HEAD MARK
11873; BA # TERMINAL MARK
11874; AL # SYMBOL SVAYAMBHU
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11833 𑠳 SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG SMALL A

Final consonant signs
11834 $𑠴 SOYOMBO CONSONANT SIGN G
11835 $𑠵 SOYOMBO CONSONANT SIGN K
11836 $𑠶 SOYOMBO CONSONANT SIGN NG
11837 $𑠷 SOYOMBO CONSONANT SIGN D
11838 $𑠸 SOYOMBO CONSONANT SIGN N
11839 $𑠹 SOYOMBO CONSONANT SIGN B
1183A $𑠺 SOYOMBO CONSONANT SIGN M
1183B $𑠻 SOYOMBO CONSONANT SIGN R
1183C $ SOYOMBO CONSONANT SIGN L
1183D $ SOYOMBO CONSONANT SIGN SH
1183E $ SOYOMBO CONSONANT SIGN S
1183F $ SOYOMBO CONSONANT SIGN SMALL A

Signs for Sanskrit
11840 $a SOYOMBO SIGN ANUSVARA
11841 $ SOYOMBO SIGN VISARGA

Gemination mark
11842 $ SOYOMBO GEMINATION MARK

Prefixed letters
11843  SOYOMBO PREFIXED LETTER LA
11844  SOYOMBO PREFIXED LETTER SHA
11845  SOYOMBO PREFIXED LETTER SA
11846  SOYOMBO PREFIXED LETTER RA

Subjoined letters
11847 $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GA
11848 $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER KA
11849 $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER NGA
1184A $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER JA
1184B $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER CA
1184C $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER NYA
1184D $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER DA
1184E $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER TA
1184F $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER NA
11850 $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER BA
11851 $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER PA
11852 $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER MA
11853 $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER YA
11854 $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER RA
11855 $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER VA
11856 $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER LA
11857 $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER SHA
11858 $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER SA
11859 $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER HA
1185A $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG KSSA
1185B $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG GA
1185C $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG GHA
1185D $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG JA
1185E $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG JHA
1185F $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG TTA
11860 $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG TTHA
11861 $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG DDA
11862 $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG DDHA
11863 $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG NNA
11864 $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG DA
11865 $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG DHA
11866 $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG BA
11867 $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG BHA
11868 $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG SSA
11869 $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG TSA
1186A $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG TSHA
1186B $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG DZA
1186C $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG ZHA

Vowel carrier
11800 𑠀 SOYOMBO LETTER A

Vowel signs
11801 $𑠁 SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN I
11802 $𑠂 SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN E
11803 $𑠃 SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN UE
11804 $𑠄 SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN U
11805 $𑠅 SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN O
11806 $𑠆 SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN OE
11807 $𑠇 SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN AU
11808 $𑠈 SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN AI
11809 $𑠉 SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC R
1180A $𑠊 SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC L

Vowel length mark
1180B $𑠋 SOYOMBO VOWEL LENGTH MARK

Consonants
1180C 𑠌 SOYOMBO LETTER GA

• Used for Sanskrit ka
1180D 𑠍 SOYOMBO LETTER KA

• Used for Sanskrit kha
1180E 𑠎 SOYOMBO LETTER NGA
1180F 𑠏 SOYOMBO LETTER JA

• Used for Sanskrit ca
11810 𑠐 SOYOMBO LETTER CA

• Used for Sanskrit cha
11811 𑠑 SOYOMBO LETTER NYA
11812 𑠒 SOYOMBO LETTER DA

• Used for Sanskrit ta
11813 𑠓 SOYOMBO LETTER TA

• Used for Sanskrit tha
11814 𑠔 SOYOMBO LETTER NA
11815 𑠕 SOYOMBO LETTER BA

• Used for Sanskrit pa
11816 𑠖 SOYOMBO LETTER PA

• Used for Sanskrit pha
11817 𑠗 SOYOMBO LETTER MA
11818 𑠘 SOYOMBO LETTER YA
11819 𑠙 SOYOMBO LETTER RA
1181A 𑠚 SOYOMBO LETTER VA
1181B 𑠛 SOYOMBO LETTER LA
1181C 𑠜 SOYOMBO LETTER SHA
1181D 𑠝 SOYOMBO LETTER SA
1181E 𑠞 SOYOMBO LETTER HA
1181F 𑠟 SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG KSSA
11820 𑠠 SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG GA
11821 𑠡 SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG GHA
11822 𑠢 SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG JA
11823 𑠣 SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG JHA
11824 𑠤 SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG TTA
11825 𑠥 SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG TTHA
11826 𑠦 SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG DDA
11827 𑠧 SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG DDHA
11828 𑠨 SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG NNA
11829 𑠩 SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG DA
1182A 𑠪 SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG DHA
1182B 𑠫 SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG BA
1182C 𑠬 SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG BHA
1182D 𑠭 SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG SSA
1182E 𑠮 SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG TSA
1182F 𑠯 SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG TSHA
11830 𑠰 SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG DZA
11831 𑠱 SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG ZHA
11832 𑠲 SOYOMBO LETTER GALIG ZA
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1186D $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG ZA
1186E $ SOYOMBO SUBJOINED LETTER GALIG

SMALL A

Punctuation
1186F  SOYOMBO TSHEG

→ 0F0B 
་  
tibetan mark intersyllabic tsheg

11870  SOYOMBO SHAD
11871  SOYOMBO DOUBLE SHAD

Head marks
11872  SOYOMBO HEAD MARK

• written at the beginning of Soyombo text
11873  SOYOMBO TERMINAL MARK

• written at the end of Soyombo text

Symbol
11874  SOYOMBO SYMBOL SVAYAMBHU
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Figure 1: Photograph of a chart of the Soyombo script (from “Histoire du livre” 2010).
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Figure 2: Characters of the Soyombo script (from Kapaj 2002).
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Figure 3: Characters of the Soyombo script (from Kapaj 2002).
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Figure 4: Traditional chart of Soyombo (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 152).
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Figure 5: Description of Soyombo vowels (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 133).

Figure 6: Description of Soyombo vowels (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 134).
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Figure 7: Description of Soyombo vowels (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 135).
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Figure 8: Description of Soyombo vowels (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 136).
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Figure 9: Description of Soyombo vowels (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 137).
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Figure 10: Description of Soyombo consonants (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 138).
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Figure 11: Description of Soyombo consonants (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 139).
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Figure 12: Description of Soyombo consonants (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 140).
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Figure 13: Description of Soyombo consonants (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 141).
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Figure 14: Description of Soyombo consonants (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 142).
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Figure 15: Description of Soyombo consonants (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 143).
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Figure 16: Description of Soyombo consonants (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 144).
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Figure 17: Description of Soyombo consonants (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 145).
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Figure 18: Description of Soyombo consonants (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 146).
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Figure 19: Description of Soyombo consonants (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 147).

Figure 20: Description of Soyombo consonants (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 148).
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Figure 21: Character elements used in Soyombo characters (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 153).
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Figure 22: Method of writing Soyombo vertically (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 150). The specimen
at top is a seal containing vertical text in which the syllables of words are written as conjuncts.
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Figure 23: A folio from a Soyombo manuscript (from Mongolwiki 2008).

Figure 24: A manuscript containing text in Soyombo and Mongolian Square (from Shagdarsürüng
2001: 173).
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Figure 25: Poem for the Green Tara typeset in a digitized Soyombo font (from Wikimedia 2009b).
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Figure 26: Xylograph (block print) of a book cover in Soyombo, Mongolian Square, Mongolian,
and Cyrillic (from Boldsaikhan 2005: 330). The title is Sanskrit written in Soyombo: Mongal-
svayaṃbhu-jyoti-varnạ-lipih ̣. TheMongolian Square represents Tibetan, the Mongolian represents
Mongolian, and the Cyrillic represents Modern (Khalkha) Mongolian.
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Figure 27: Folios of a Soyombo manuscript (from Boldsaikhan 2005: 378).

Figure 28: Folios of a Soyombo manuscript (from Boldsaikhan 2005: 378).

Figure 29: The  symbol with Mongolian text (from Rintschen 1953: 8).
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Figure 30: The flag of Mongolia showing the  symbol (from Wikimedia 2008).

Figure 31: The coat of arms ofMongolia showing the  symbol (fromWikimedia 2009a).

Figure 32: An imprint of the  symbol in the center on the recto face of a 1,000 Mongo-
lian tögrög (tugrik) note (from Wikimedia 2006).
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C. Technical - Justification  
1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before? No  
 If YES explain   
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